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Allotment of Supervisor / Co-Supervisor for the
Research Scholars admitted in the academic year 2022-2023

CIRCULAR

Admission process into PhD program of JNTUK Kakinada for the Academic year

2022-2023 has been completed on behalf of AP State Council of Higher Education,

conducted through the APRCET-2022. The Directorate of Admissions carried out the
process of admission by taking up certificate verification. 148 scholars opted to join JNTUK
Kakinada and reported, after exercising their choice in the various departments of the

University.

In continuation to the above process, the admitted research scholars are to be allocated

to the Research Supervisors serving in Constituent Colleges and Research Centers of the

Affrliated Engineering / Humanities and Social Sciences Colleges of JNTUK Kakinada to act

as the Supervisor / Co-supervisor in respective departments, by the Directorate of Research

and Development.

Hence, this is to inform that the research scholars who were given provisional

admission into the Ph.D programme for the academic year 2022-2023 are hereby requested to

submit details in the prescribed Google form given below for the allocation of Supervisor (s).

The research scholars are required to submit their preferences of option as

provisionally allotment letter of APRCET - 2022, i.e [ (i) if the scholar allotted for
JNTUK. the scholar has to sive 1 & 2 preferences of Supervisor (s) from JNTUK only
and (ii) if the scholar allotted for JNTUKAF. the scholar has to eive 1 & 2 preferences

of Supervisor (s) from Research Center for affiliated colleses of JNTUK.I

The filled in information should reach the Directorate of Research and Development,

JNTU Kakinada on or before lgth June 2023. The list of the supervisors approved as per the

University prescribed identification procedure is herewith enclosed.

Provisional list of Supervisors - Constituent Colleges of JNTUK
Provisional list of Supervisors - Research Centers - Affiliated Colleges of JNTUK
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Director (R&D)
Director, Research & Developmenr

JNT Universlty Kakinada
Kakinada - 533003

Link: https ://forms.ele/dTs3Xm34oZ4kzKca8


